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Abstract—We present a framework which uses POET, an
interpreted code transformation language, to effectively combine
programmable control from developers, advanced optimizations
by compilers, and flexible empirical tuning of optimizations
to achieve portable high performance for scientific computing.
We have extended ROSE, a C/C++/Fortran source-to-source
compiler, to automatically analyze scientific computing bench-
marks for memory performance optimizations. Instead of di-
rectly generating optimized code, our ROSE optimizer produces
parameterized POET scripts as output. The auto-generated
POET optimization script is then ported to different machines
for portable performance tuning. Our results show that this
approach is highly effective, and the code optimized by the
auto-generated POET scripts can significantly outperform those
optimized using the ROSE compiler alone.

I. INTRODUCTION

Compiler optimization is a critical component in achiev-
ing high performance for scientific computing. However, as
modern machines and software applications have both evolved
to become extremely complex and dynamic, compilers have
lagged behind in modeling the behavior of applications run-
ning on different platforms. To overcome the difficulties,
computational specialists have adopted low-level programing
in C or assembly to directly manage machine resources
and have parameterized their algorithm implementations to
accommodate the architectural variety of modern computing
platforms [26], [4], [25], [10], [19]. While this approach has
been successful, it is extremely error prone and time consum-
ing for developers to manually program the management of
hardware resources.

We present a framework, shown in Figure 1, to reach a
balance between direct control of resources by programmers
and the automation of optimizations by compilers. This frame-
work starts with a specialized source-to-source optimizing
compiler (the ROSE analysis engine) which interacts with
developers to automatically discover applicable optimizations
to the input code and then produce output in a transformation
scripting language, POET [35]. Computational specialists can
modify the auto-generated POET scripts as well as writing new
POET transformations to directly control the optimization of
applications. The POET output can then be ported together
with an annotated input program to different machines, where
an empirical transformation engine can dynamically interpret
the POET scripts with different optimization configurations
until a satisfactory performance level is achieved for the input
program.
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Fig. 1. The POET Approach

The merit of our overall approach lies in its unique integra-
tion of programmable control by developers, automated analy-
sis and optimization by compilers, and empirical tuning of the
optimization space by search engines. This approach permits
different levels of automation and programmer intervention,
from fully-automated tuning to semi-automated development
to fully programmable control. Our previous work [36] has
shown that POET can be used to achieve a comparable
level of high efficiency for performance critical kernels as
those achieved by carefully hand-crafted assembly code by
professional developers. This paper focuses on automatically
generating POET scripts by extending a source-to-source
compiler, the ROSE loop optimizer [32], [34].

Our ROSE loop optimizer can produce POET scripts to
support six optimizations: loop blocking, array copying, loop
unroll-and-jam, scalar replacement, strength reduction, and
loop unrolling. The auto-generated POET transformations are
extensively parameterized so that each optimization can be
turned on or off independently for each code region, and arbi-
trary integers can be given as the blocking factor, unroll-and-
jam factor, or unrolling factor for each loop being transformed.
As a result, our optimizing compiler has offered a granularity
of external control far beyond what is available through both



conventional and iterative compilation frameworks. Indepen-
dent empirical search engines can be deployed with ease,
and developers can easily interfere by modifying the auto-
generated POET scripts.

The key challenge in using POET to parameterize compiler
optimizations is the interaction between different transforma-
tions. For example, loop blocking may modify the surrounding
loops of an array copy or scalar replacement transformation,
and strength reduction may modify the starting addresses of
array references. Conventional compiler techniques overcome
such difficulties by separating optimizations into multiple
phases, where each phase re-analyzes the output of an ear-
lier phase before performing additional transformations. In
contrast, although each of our transformations is extensively
parameterized so that both its input and outcome are entirely
uncertain. our auto-generated POET scripts do not perform
any program analysis. Therefore, the auto-generated POET
scripts must explicitly model the interactions between all
transformations and dynamically trace these interactions so
that different transformations can be applied together in a well-
coordinated fashion.

This paper presents techniques to extensively parameterize
and dynamically coordinate a wide range of memory per-
formance optimizations in the absence of any sophisticated
program analysis. Our contributions include:

• We present a framework where optimization analysis and
program transformations are separated into independent
components (i.e., the ROSE analysis engine and the
POET transformation engine), so that compiler optimiza-
tions can be managed by developers with programmable
control, and fine-grained parameterization of program
transformations can be controlled by independent search
engines for portable performance tuning.

• We show that by carefully modeling the interactions
of different transformations, optimization analysis can
indeed be separated from the corresponding code trans-
formations, which can then be extensively parameterized
to support flexible empirical tuning.

• We have applied our approach to optimize several linear
algebra routines. Our results show that the new approach
can produce significantly better optimized code then
using the ROSE loop optimizer alone.

In the following, Section II provides an overview of our
approach. Section III presents our algorithms for automat-
ically generating parameterized transformation scripts that
dynamically coordinate a wide range of memory system
optimizations. Section IV presents our experimental results.
Section V discusses related work, and Section VI presents our
conclusions.

II. THE OVERALL APPROACH

The key to our approach is adapting an existing optimizing
compiler to generate a sequence of transformation scripts in
POET instead of transforming the input code directly. Figure 3
shows an example POET scripts automatically generated by
our ROSE optimizer after analyzing the matrix multiplication

void dgemm_test(const int M,const int N,const int K,const
double alpha,const double *A,const int lda,const double *B,
const int ldb,const double beta,double *C,const int ldc)
{
int i, j, l;

/*@; BEGIN(nest1=Nest) @*/
for (j = 0; j <= -1 + N; j += 1) {

/*@; BEGIN(nest3=Nest) @*/
for (i = 0; i <= -1 + M; i += 1) {
C[(j * ldc) + i] = (beta * (C[(j * ldc) + i]));

/*@; BEGIN(nest2=Nest) @*/
for (l = 0; l <= -1 + K; l += 1) {
C[(j * ldc) + i] = ((C[(j * ldc) + i]) +
((alpha * (A[(l * lda) + i])) * (B[(j * ldb) + l])));

}
}

}
}

Fig. 2. A matrix multiply routine annotated with POET tags

code in Figure 2, which includes some POET annotations
automatically inserted by our ROSE optimizer to tag the code
regions being optimized. The POET scripts in Figure 3 applies
only two optimizations, loop blocking and unrolling, as we
have turned off the other optimizations within our ROSE
optimizer to simplify the generated scripts. In the following
we first introduce the POET language and then provides an
overview of our adapted ROSE loop optimizer.

A. The POET Language

POET [35], [31] was specifically designed for parameteriz-
ing advanced compiler transformations such as loop blocking,
fusion, array copying, and scalar replacement [32], [30] for
portable performance tuning. The POET interpreter uses a top-
down recursive descent parser to dynamically process arbitrary
programming language such as C, C++, FORTRAN, or even
assembly. In Figure 3, the input command parses the matrix
multiplication code in Figure 2 using C syntax (specified in
file Cfront.code) and then stores the resulting AST (Abstract
Syntax Tree) to a global variable named target. Similarly, the
output command in Figure 3 unparses the optimized AST to
standard output. The publicly available POET package [31]
includes a large library of program transformations, e.g., the
routines AppendDecl, BlockLoops, UnrollLoops, and Cleanup-
BlockedNests invoked in Figure 3, to support automatic par-
allelization and optimizations for memory performance. In
Figure 3, the inclusion of file opt.pi at the first line ensures
that this library can be invoked by the given scripts.

POET is unique in its strong programming support for effec-
tively combining a sequence of arbitrary code transformations
and its built-in parameterization support for empirical tuning.
For example, each parameter declaration in Figure 3 specifies
a global variable whose value can be redefined via command-
line options. These command-line parameters can then be
used to flexibly control the configuration of various program
transformations, such as loop blocking factors (controlled by
block nest1 in Figure 3) and unrolling factors (controlled
by Unroll nest2). Further, each trace declaration specifies
a special global variable that can be embedded within the
AST representation of the input code to keep track of trans-
formations to a particular code region. These trace handles
(e.g., top nest1, decl nest1, nest1, nest2, nest3) are treated



include opt.pi
<trace target/>
<input to=target syntax="Cfront.code"

from=("rose_dgemm_test.C")/>
<trace top_nest1,decl_nest1,nest1,nest3,nest2/>
<eval top_nest1=nest1;

INSERT(top_nest1,target);
decl_nest1="";
top_nest1=(decl_nest1 nest1)/>

<trace tile_nest1/>
<parameter block_nest1 type=(INT INT INT) default=(16 16 16)

message="Blocking factor for loop nest nest1"/>
<eval blockDim_nest1=(BlockDim#("j","j_bk",HEAD(block_nest1))

BlockDim#("i","i_bk",HEAD(TAIL(block_nest1)))
BlockDim#("l","l_bk",HEAD(TAIL(TAIL(block_nest1)))));

tile_nest1=COPY(nest1);
AppendDecl(IntegerType,(("l_bk" "i_bk" "j_bk")),

decl_nest1);
BlockLoops[factor=blockDim_nest1;

trace_innerNest=tile_nest1;
trace_decl=decl_nest1;
nonPerfect=NonPerfectLoops#("",nest2)]
(nest2[Nest.body],nest1)/>

<parameter Unroll_nest2 type=1.._ default=16
message="Unroll factor for loop nest2"/>

<eval UnrollLoops[factor=Unroll_nest2]
(nest2[Nest.body],nest2)/>

<eval CleanupBlockedNests(top_nest1)/>

<output from=(target) syntax=("Cfront.code")/>

Fig. 3. Auto-generated POET scripts for Figure 2

as tags inside the AST, and their values are dynamically
modified by each POET transformation to keep track of the
most current transformation result, so that each transformation
can independently operate on these trace handles without being
concerned with other transformations. The tracing support
within POET is critical for dynamically accommodating inter-
actions between different transformations to a common code
region. For more details of the POET language, see [31].

POET is ideal for computational specialists to conveniently
optimize their code for portable high performance, as spec-
ifying “unroll loop1 by a factor of 5” is much easier than
manually unrolling a loop by 5 iterations. However, manually
composing a large collection of code optimizations is challeng-
ing and error prone. To alleviate this task, we have adapted
a specialized source-to-source optimizing compiler, shown in
Figure 1, to automatically identify aggressive performance op-
timizations and then produces a parameterized POET output.
Our overall framework aims to enable seamless integration
between the domain-specific knowledge possessed by compu-
tational specialists and the automated program analysis and
optimization capabilities by compilers.

B. The ROSE Loop Optimizer

We have built our analysis engine in Figure 1 by adapting
an existing source-to-source optimizing compiler, the ROSE
loop optimizer, which supports advanced loop optimizations
such as interchange, fusion/fission, tiling, and unrolling [32],
and data layout optimizations such as array copying and
scalar replacement [30]. Most of these optimizations are also
supported by the POET opt library. However, POET does not
support any sophisticated program analysis techniques such as
loop dependence and data reuse analysis [2] to automatically

determine the safety or profitability of optimizations. Our goal
is to extend the ROSE loop optimizer to alternatively produce
POET scripts as output without affecting how the optimizer
work otherwise. The success of this approach demonstrates
that it is practical to integrate POET as an integral compo-
nents of existing general-purpose optimizing compilers, so
that compilers can interact with developers and empirical
search engines in a much more explicit fashion than previously
possible.

We have extended three optimizations, loop blocking, array
copying (which includes scalar replacement as subcomponent),
and loop unrolling, within the ROSE loop optimizer to alterna-
tively produce POET scripts as output. In particular, we have
added a command-line option for each optimization so that
after completing the required safety and profitability analysis,
instead of directly modifying the input program IR (Inter-
mediate Representation), each optimization instead invokes a
POET scripting interface with details of the IR transformation.
For example, after deciding to block a loop nest, the ROSE
optimizer can inform the POET scripting interface regarding
which loops should participate in the blocking transformation,
whether the loops are perfectly nested, and what blocking
factors to use. The POET scripting interface will save each
transformation description into a sequence of transformations
collected so far. However, the only modification done to the
AST is the tagging of code regions to be transformed later. An
example of the tagged source code for a matrix multiplication
routine is shown in Figure 2, and the POET script auto-
generated from the saved transformation descriptions is shown
in Figure 3. Here, the array copying optimization within our
ROSE optimizer has been purposefully turned off to simplify
the generated POET script for simplicity of presentation.

Therefore, our approach has effectively delegated the actual
transformations of AST to POET, where the ROSE optimizer
merely performs advanced program analysis to make optimiza-
tion decisions. This non-conventional approach entails several
technical challenges, as discussed in the following.

a) Phase Ordering of Optimizations: Conventional com-
pilers optimize an input program in multiple phases, with each
phase focusing on efficiently utilizing a specific set of archi-
tectural features. For example, loop interchange, blocking, and
fusion are first exploited to improve cache reuse, loop unroll-
and-jam and scalar replacement are then applied to improve
register usage, strength reduction and loop unrolling can then
be used to improve the efficiency of scalar variable operations,
and finally register allocation and instruction scheduling are
applied to promote the internal efficiency of microprocessors.
Since the actual program transformations are postponed within
our optimizing compiler, our ROSE optimizer can no longer
separate optimizations into multiple phases.

A key observation here is that similar optimizations at dif-
ferent phases typically share the same safety and profitability
analysis. For example, if a loop nest should be blocked for
cache reuse, it is typically profitable to apply unroll-and-jam
to the blocked loop nest to further promote register reuse. We
therefore use a single optimization analysis to drive multiple



optimizations from different phases. The phase ordering of
these optimizations are automatically handled by the POET
scripting interface, discussed in Section III-B.

b) Interactions between optimizations: Since the trans-
formation of AST within ROSE has been redirected to a
new POET scripting interface, the safety and profitability
analysis of each optimization is now independent of the other
optimizations; that is, each optimization analysis assumes that
it directly operates on the original input code. While this
strategy makes it unnecessary to reanalyze any region of the
input code after optimizing transformations, each optimization
analysis may not have the most up-to-date input program.

A key observation here is that since no compiler optimiza-
tion can alter the dependence constraints of the original input,
each identified optimization remains safe no matter how many
other optimizations have been applied before it. However,
since the input code may have been modified by the previous
transformations, the auto-generated POET scripts must pre-
cisely model such interactions to ensure the correctness of
program transformation. Section III-C discusses solutions to
this problem in detail.

C. Portable Performance Tuning

After producing the POET transformation script and the
pre-processed input source code, the POET output together
with the input source can then be ported to a wide variety
of different machines and empirically tuned by independent
search drivers to extract satisfactory performance. The POET
interpreter and library, as shown in Figure 1, is lightweight
and easily portable to different architectures. Compared to
existing empirical tuning methodology, our approach clearly
offers better modularity, flexibility and portability. Specifically,
application developers can easily modify the auto-generated
POET scripts. Independent empirical search drivers can be
easily deployed to search for the best performance. Since
every component is independent of the others through clearly
defined interfaces, researchers specialized in different areas
can therefore easily collaborate with each other in building a
collective high-performance computing infrastructure.

III. AUTOMATICALLY GENERATING POET SCRIPTS

Three optimizations within ROSE, loop blocking, dynamic
array copying (including scalar replacement), and loop un-
rolling, have been adapted to support six optimizations: loop
blocking, array copying, loop unroll-and-jam, scalar replace-
ment, strength reduction, and loop unrolling, in the auto-
generated POET scripts. In particular, optimization analysis for
loop blocking is used to enable both blocking and unroll-and-
jam transformation in POET; optimization analysis for array
copying is used to drive the dynamic copying of arrays for
better spatial locality, scalar replacement of arrays for better
register usage, and strength reduction of array address calcula-
tions. Each POET transformation is extensively parameterized
so that its configuration can be modified via command-line
options independently of any other transformation.

While adapting the original loop and array layout opti-
mizations within ROSE to produce POET output, we have
overcome the following three technical challenges.

• Separating each optimization into two phases, optimiza-
tion analysis and program transformation, so that the
invocation of the program transformation phase can be
alternatively redirected to a new POET scripting interface.

• Modeling Interactions between different POET transfor-
mations. The POET scripting interface is responsible
for automatically generating POET transformations for
each optimization and must precisely model possible
interactions between different transformations.

• Phase ordering of different optimizations. Since different
optimizations typically target different sets of architec-
tural features, the auto-generated POET script must or-
ganize them in a well-coordiniated fashion.

The following addresses each of the above challenges in detail.

A. Separating Optimization Analysis and Transformation

Most compiler optimizations can be naturally separated into
an analysis and a transformation phase. In particular, the
following summarizes the required program analysis for the
three optimizations we have adapted within ROSE.

• Loop blocking [32]. Transitive loop dependence analysis
is applied, and all loops that can be shifted to the
outermost loop level are identified. Loop fusion analysis
is applied to determine which loops can be fused together,
and data reuse information is collected to statically deter-
mine the desired nesting order among the loops. Finally,
outer loops that carry data reuse are tagged for blocking.
We left most of this sophisticated process intact and have
intercepted only the loop blocking transformation to go
through a new POET scripting interface.

• Array copying and scalar replacement [30]. Loop depen-
dence and data reuse analysis are performed for each
array accessed within a loop nest. Related array refer-
ences are grouped together, and safety and profitability
analysis are applied to determine whether each group
should be dynamically copied into a cache buffer or a
number of registers. We have intercepted the copying
location analysis so that information is always collected
to copy at the outermost position possible. For each group
of array references being considered for copying, the
outermost copying location, the data reuse information
for each inner loop , and the selected array regions to
copy, are then collectively passed to the POET scripting
interface to drive later array copying, scalar replacement,
and strength reduction transformations.

• Loop unrolling. This is the easiest optimization to apply
as it is always legal. The ROSE optimizer applies loop
unrolling to each innermost loop after all the other
optimizations are finished. We simply intercepted the
transformation to go through POET instead.

After saving the relevant information for each transforma-
tion, the POET scripting interface no longer need any loop



void dgemm_test(const int M,const int N,const int K,const
double alpha,const double* A,const int lda,const double* B,
const int ldb,const double beta,double* C,const int ldc)
{

int i,j,l;
int i_bk,j_bk,l_bk;

for (j_bk=0; j_bk<N; j_bk+=16)
for (i_bk=0; i_bk<M; i_bk+=16)
for (l_bk=0; l_bk<K; l_bk+=16)
for (j=0; j<((N+-j_bk < 16)? N+-j_bk : 16); j+=1)
for (i=0; i<((M+-i_bk < 16)? M+-i_bk : 16); i+=1)
for (l=0; l<((K+-l_bk < 16)? K+-l_bk : 16); l+=1)
{

if (0==l)
C[i+i_bk+(j_bk*ldc+j*ldc)] =

beta*C[i+i_bk+(j_bk*ldc+j*ldc)];
C[i+i_bk+(j_bk*ldc+j*ldc)] = C[i+i_bk+(j_bk*ldc+j*ldc)]

+ alpha*A[l*lda+(l_bk*lda+(i_bk+i))]

*B[l+l_bk+(j_bk*ldb+j*ldb)];
}

}

Fig. 4. Result of apply loop blocking to the non-perfect loop nest in Figure 2

dependence information. It is, however, a special challenge to
correctly block non-perfectly nested loops without any loop
dependence information. To solve this problem, the POET opt
library uses the code sinking technique to first convert non-
perfect loop nests into perfectly nested ones. As illustrated
in Figure 4, the non-perfectly nested statement in Figure 2
is embedded inside the innermost loop after surrounding it
with an if-conditional, so that it is evaluated only in the first
iteration of the innermost loop. The resulting loop nest can
then be blocked in a straightforward fashion. A later loop
splitting step, applied within the CleanupBlockedNests routine
invoked in Figure 3, can be applied to eliminate most of
the if-conditionals inside loops. Note that an input loop nest
may contain multiple non-perfectly nested loops, all of which
must be explicitly enumerated when invoking the BlockLoops
routine in POET. Further, when multiple non-perfect loops are
involved, a pivoting iteration is required to explicitly specify
which iteration of the innermost loops to embed the straying
statements.

B. Translating ROSE Optimizations to POET

After completing all the relevant optimization analysis,
our ROSE optimizer invokes the POET scripting interface
to automatically generate a transformation script in POET.
In particular, each loop blocking transformation by ROSE is
translated to two POET transformations: loop blocking and
unroll-and-jam, in POET; Each array copying transforma-
tion by ROSE is translated to three POET transformations:
buffer-based array copying, scalar replacement, and strength
reduction of array address calculation. Each loop unrolling
transformation is translated to a single corresponding POET
transformation.

Figure 5 shows our algorithm for generating POET scripts.
The algorithm takes as input a sequence of program transfor-
mations that have been redirected from ROSE to the POET
scripting interface. It first invokes InitializePOET, which out-
puts preprocessing instructions to the targeting POET script
file. As illustrated in Figure 2, these instructions ensure that

GenPOETScript(roseXform)
/*roseXform: a sequence of ROSE transformations*/
InitializePOET(); /* initialize trace handles in POET script*/
for each optLevel in (CACHE, REG, PROC) do

for each transformation specification x in roseXform do
y = TranslateROSE2POET(x, optLevel);
if y is not empty then

OutputToPOETscript(y)

Fig. 5. Algorithm for translating ROSE transformations to POET

ROSE opt POET opt
cache level cache level register level proc level
loop blocking loop blocking unroll-and-jam
array copying array copying scalar replacement

+strength reduction +strength reduction
loop unrolling loop unrolling

TABLE I
TRANSLATING MAPPING FROM ROSE OPTIMIZATIONS TO POET

each auto-generated POET script file includes the POET opt
library and has an input command that parses the input code
and saves the AST into a global trace handle. A trace handle
is declared for each code region that has been tagged for
optimization, and these trace handles are inserted inside the
parsed AST before any POET transformation is applied.

To ensure the proper ordering of the auto-generated POET
transformations, our algorithm groups these transformations
into three phases: cache locality optimizations, register usage
optimizations, and microprocessor efficiency optimizations.
All transformations for improving cache locality are first out-
put to the POET scripts, followed by register usage optimiza-
tions, then followed by microprocessor-level optimizations.
For each optimization level, the algorithm enumerates each
ROSE optimization collected so far, determines whether a
POET translation is applicable at the current level, and outputs
a new transformation to the POET script if necessary.

Table I presents the translation mapping from each ROSE
optimization to POET. In particular, each ROSE optimization
is translated to a different POET transformation at each
optimization level. For example, each ROSE loop blocking
optimization is translated to a POET blocking transformation
at the cache level, and is translated to an POET unroll-and-
jam transformation at the register level. This strategy allows
our ROSE compiler to perform optimization analysis only
at the cache level, and the analysis results can be used to
drive optimizations typically applied at much later compilation
phases. As a result, we are able to use POET to support
a larger collection of optimizations, e.g., unroll-and-jam and
strength reduction, than those currently supported by our
ROSE optimizer.

Figure 6 shows a skeleton of the auto-generated POET script
with all optimizations enabled. In particular, the loop blocking
transformation is first applied, followed by a sequence of
array copying transformations (one for each array). Then,
loop unroll-and-jam and scalar replacement optimizations are
applied to improve register reuse. Finally, loop unrolling
transformations are applied to potentially enable better instruc-
tion scheduling for the microprocessor. Strength reduction is



include opt.pi
<trace target/>
<input to=target syntax="Cfront.code" from=("rose_dgemm.C")/>
<trace top_nest1,decl_nest1,nest1,nest3,nest2/>
<eval ... insert trace handles ... />

<eval nest1_1_C_dim=("ldc",1);
nest1_1_C="C";
nest1_1_C_sub="nest1_1_C_cp0"*"ldc"+"nest1_1_C_cp1"/>

<eval nest1_2_A_dim=("lda",1);
nest1_2_A="A";
nest1_2_A_sub="nest1_2_A_cp1"*"lda"+"nest1_2_A_cp0"/>

<eval nest1_3_B_dim=("ldb",1);
nest1_3_B="B";
nest1_3_B_sub="nest1_3_B_cp0"*"ldb"+"nest1_3_B_cp1"/>

<trace tile_nest1 = nest1/>
<parameter block_nest1 type=(INT INT INT) default=(16 16 16)

message="Blocking factor for loop nest nest1"/>
<eval ... apply loop blocking to nest1 ... />

<parameter copy1_nest1_C type=1..2 default=1
message="copy array C: 1- copy1; 2-strength reduction."/>

<eval if (block_nest1!=(1 1 1) && copy1_nest1_C==1) {
... apply array copying to array C at loop nest1 ...
CopyArray[elem_type="double";init_loc=nest1;save_loc=nest1;

delete_loc=nest1;trace=top_nest1;trace_decl=decl_nest1;
cpBlock=(...blocking config...)]

(nest1_1_C, nest1_1_C_sub, nest1);
TRACE(nest1_1_C, ... strength reduction with blocking...)
... modify nest1_1_C_dim and nest1_1_C_sub ...
}else {
TRACE(nest1_1_C,...strength reduction without blocking...))
... modify nest1_1_C_sub ...

}/>

<parameter copy2_nest1_A type=1..2 default=1
message="copy array A: 1- copy; 2-strength reduction."/>

<eval ...... array copy + strength reduction for array A />

<parameter copy3_nest1_B type=1..2 default=1
message="copy array B: 1- copy; 2-strength reduction."/>

<eval ...... array copy + strength reduction for array B />

<parameter unrollJam_nest1 type=(INT INT) default=(2 2)
message="Unroll and Jam factor for loop nest nest1"/>

<eval ...modify nest1,nest3,nest2 to start at tile_nest1 ...
UnrollJam[factor=unrollJam_nest1;trace=nest1](nest2,nest1)/>

<parameter scalar1_nest1_C type=1..2 default=1
message="1- scalar repl; 2-strength reduction."/>

<eval ...scalar replacement+strength reduction for array C />

...scalar replacement + strength reduction for arrays A, B...

<parameter Unroll_nest2 type=1.._ default=16
message="Unroll factor for loop nest2"/>

<eval UnrollLoops[factor=Unroll_nest2]
(nest2[Nest.body],nest2)/>

<eval CleanupBlockedNests(top_nest1)/>

<output from=(target) syntax=("Cfront.code")/>

Fig. 6. Skeleton of POET script with full optimization support for Figure 2

treated as an auxiliary transformation to simplify array address
calculations. It is therefore applied together with array copy-
ing and scalar replacement operations. The ordering of our
POET transformations follows the phase ordering strategies
commonly adopted by conventional compilers.

C. Modeling Interactions Between POET Transformations

Figure 6 shows the skeleton of a POET script automatically
generated by our ROSE optimizer with all optimizations
enabled. In particular, the ROSE optimizer has analyzed the
original loop nest in Figure 2 and decided to apply loop

blocking and unrolling combined with the dynamic copying
of three arrays. These optimizations have been translated into
nine POET transformations aimed at improving the cache
locality, register usage, and microprocessor efficiency of the
input code. All optimizations are applied one after another,
with the configuration for each optimization fully parameter-
ized and can be optionally turned off entirely.

The key challenge in developing our approach is that after
the ROSE optimizer is finished, the auto-generated POET
transformations are no longer driven by any dependence
analysis. Since later transformations do not have the luxury of
reanalyzing previously optimized code, interactions between
different transformations must be explicitly modeled.

It is exponential and quickly becomes intractable to explic-
itly model interactions between each pair of transformations.
To overcome this problem, we explicitly define an interface
for each transformation to interact with other transformations.
Specifically, each interface contains a collection of POET trace
handles, which are essentially global variables that can be
embedded inside the AST of the input code to keep track of
interesting code regions being optimized. In Figures 6 and 3,
each trace declaration declares such a trace handle, and exam-
ples include target (keep track of the input code), top nest1
(the top of the loop nest being transformed), decl nest1 (place
to insert new declarations), etc. As each transformation is
applied to the POET AST, all the trace handles must be
properly modified to reflect the new updates, so that later
transformations can be correctly applied independent of what
other transformations have been applied.

All POET built-in operators and the entire POET opt library
support automatic updates of trace handles. For example, after
the BlockLoops transformation in Figure 3, all loop trace
handles within the original input will be modified to hold the
blocked loops, new variable declarations are inserted inside
the decl nest1 trace handle, and the tile nest1 trace handle
will be modified to hold the inner tile after blocking. This
automatic tracing support makes it much easier to compose a
long sequence of AST transformations without any reanalysis
of the input code. Consequently, POET is offered as the
language of choice when composing a large number AST
transformations without program analysis support, both man-
ually be developers and automatically by compilers.

In the following, we define the interface handles for each
transformation and show that through these handles, transfor-
mations can composed relatively independently while interact-
ing with each other in a well coordinated fashion.

1) Loop BLocking: As shown in Figure 3, the interface of
loop blocking includes the top of loop nest being blocked,
the location of the innermost loop, all the inner loops that
are not perfectly nested, and the pivoting loop iteration to
embed straying statement when sinking these statements inside
non-perfectly nested loops. A blocking factor needs to be
specified for each loop dimension, and these blocking factors
are parameterized so that they can be dynamically modified
via command-line options. When a blocking factor of 1 is
specified for a specific loop, the loop does not participate in



the blocking transformation. When all loops have 1 as their
blocking factors, the entire loop nest is no longer blocked.

In our current implementation, loop blocking, if applied, is
always the first transformation to a loop nest. It therefore does
not need to be concerned with other transformations that may
have already modified the input code. As a result, some of its
interface variables are not declared as trace handles.

2) Array Copying: As shown in Figure 6, the dynamic
copying transformation for array C (controlled by command-
line parameter copy nest1 C) is applied only when loop
blocking has already been applied to nest1, which is a
limitation of our current support for array copying; that is, we
currently copy arrays only for the purpose of improving the
cache spatial locality of blocked loops. Note that this limitation
only applies to copying arrays to cache buffers. The POET
scalar replacement transformation can be applied to arbitrary
loops without blocking.

The trace handle interface of the array copying transfor-
mation includes the loop nest that has been blocked, the
location to insert new variable declarations, and the top of
the code region being transformed. Additionally, three global
variables, the name of the array being copied, the symbolic
subscript expression of the array reference, and the access
stride of each array dimension, are used to interact with
other transformations that may have modified array reference
expressions within the input code. In Figure 6, although
the three global variables, nest1 1 C dim, nest1 1 C, and
nest1 1 C sub are not declared as trace handles as they
are not embedded inside the input code, these variables are
constantly modified after each transformation. For example,
after the array copying transformation, the name of the array
C (nest1 1 C) is modified to use the new cache buffer name,
and the array subscript and dimension sizes must be updated
accordingly.

Note that although the input loop nest may have been
modified by previous loop transformations, the original opti-
mization analysis result by our ROSE optimizer remains valid.
In particular, the cache buffer needs to be initialized only if
the original array is used before modified in the original input
code, and it does not need to be saved back to the original array
if it is never modified in the original code. Such information is
encoded as part of the transformation script and are unaffected
by other transformations applied before array copying.

3) Loop Unroll-and-jam: As shown in Figure 6, the Un-
rollJam routine invoked to optimize nest1 has a very similar
interface as that of invoking the BlockLoops routine. The
main difference is that unroll-and-jam works naturally for non-
perfectly nested loops, so only the innermost loop (the jam
loop) and the outermost loop that needs to be unrolled are
specified. Multiple levels of outer loops can be unrolled and
then jammed inside the innermost loop, and the unroll-and-
jam dimension is controlled by the command-line parameter
unrollJam nest1, which specifies an unroll factor for each
participating loop.

While loop unroll-and-jam are applied in a very similar
fashion as loop blocking, they are invoked at different op-

timization levels by the algorithm in Figure 5. Therefore,
although they operate on the same trace handle (e.g., nest1 in
Figure 6), they should not transform the same loop nest. In par-
ticular, all cache-level optimizations to nest1 should operate
on the outside block enumerating loops (i.e., the bk loops in
Figure 4), and all register level optimizations (including loop
unroll-and-jam) should operate on the inner tile resulted from
the blocking transformation. Therefore, before applying each
unroll-and-jam transformation, all the trace handles within the
original blocked loop must be adjusted to go inside the inner
tile. In Figure 6, this is accomplished by modifying the three
trace handles, nest1, nest3, and nest2, to go inside the trace
handle tile nest1 (which points to the inner tile). Note that
if loop blocking is turned off by command-line options, the
tile nest1 trace handle remains pointing to the original loop
nest nest1, and all loop handles remain in the correct place.

4) Scalar Replacement: Similar to the relationship between
loop unroll-and-jam and loop blocking, scalar replacement
shares the transformation interface of array copying. The
POET opt library actually internally have both scalar replace-
ment and array copying sharing a single implementation. The
main difference is that scalar replacements are applied at
different loop levels to reduce the size of the array data being
copied. Specifically, only a finite number of array elements can
be relocated to registers. However, scalar replacement shares
with array copying the global variables that trace the name,
subscript, and dimension access strides of the targeting array.
In particular, after applying the corresponding array copying
transformation at the cache level, these global variables must
be modified to reflect properties of the cache buffer.

Within the auto-generated POET script, scalar replacement
is applied at the register optimization level following loop
unroll-and-jam transformations. Since all loop trace handles
are adjusted to point to the inner tile of blocked loops before
applying loop unroll-and-jam, all scalar replacement transfor-
mations are guaranteed to operate on the correct loops. Since
the tiled loops are guaranteed to carry the same dependence
patterns as the original loops, the optimization analysis based
on the original input code remains valid. Note that loop unroll-
and-jam may increase the number of array elements that can be
relocated to registers within the jammed loop body. To make
sure scalar replacement does not ignore the extra relocatable
array references, we use the stride of the surrounding loops
to parameterize the number of array elements to copy when
possible.

5) Strength Reduction: We use strength reduction as an
auxiliary transformation to reduce the cost of array address
calculation. Specifically, since arrays can be viewed as point-
ers, the starting address of an array can be adjusted as the
surrounding loops reference different regions of the array.
It can be viewed as a moving cache buffer without the
copying overhead. Since little overhead is incurred by strength
reduction, it is applied whenever applicable; that is, after
each array copy or scalar replacement optimization, or as a
standalone optimization if the copying or scalar replacement
transformation is turned off.



Strength reduction also shares a similar collection of inter-
face handles as the array copying transformation, specifically
the surrounding loops that enumerate different elements of the
array, the name and subscript reference of the array, and the
dimension access stride of each surrounding loop. The trans-
formation uses trace handles to keep track of the surrounding
loops and dynamically uses properties of these loops to ensure
proper reduction of the array starting addresses.

6) Loop Unrolling: Loop unrolling is the simplest trans-
formation that is always safe to apply. It’s interface merely
includes the trace handle for the loop to unroll. However,
after loop unrolling is applied, the original loop may no longer
exists, which may significantly impact transformations applied
after the unrolling transformation. Currently we use a dummy
loop to hold the original loop position after a loop is fully
unrolled. We have made sure all POET transformations can
properly handle these dummy loops.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Our previous work has demonstrated that through careful
composition of performance optimizations, manually written
POET scripts can achieve a high level of efficiency comparable
to those achieved by manually written assembly in the ATLAS
framework [36]. This paper focuses on automatically gen-
erating POET scripts through a source-to-source optimizing
compiler. We would like to show that our auto-generated
POET scripts are comparable in efficiency to those manually
written by professionals.

A. Experimental Design

We have used our ROSE optimizer to automatically opti-
mize four linear algebra routines, matrix-matrix multiplica-
tion (dgemm), matrix-vector multiplication (dgemv), vector-
vector multiplication (dger) and LU factorization with partial
pivoting (dgetrf ). We have chosen dgemm, dgemv and
dger because our previous work [36] has already manually
written POET scripts for these kernels and have compared
their performance with those within ATLAS. The source code
of dgemm is shown in Figure 2. The other routines have a
similar structure. Note that due to the scaling operation to the
C matrix, the loop nest within the dgemm routine in Figure 2
is not perfectly nested (the same situation holds for dgemv).
The ROSE optimizer would first distribute the input loop nest
into two separate nests before applying optimizations to each
one. We choose to collectively optimize the entire loop nest
via code sinking techniques, as illustrated in Figure 4, and
believe that keeping the whole loop nest together may result
in better cache and register locality.

We chose the dgetrf routine to demonstrate that POET
can be used to perform extremely complex program trans-
formations despite the lack of program analysis support. In
particular, our previous work [33] has demonstrated how to
block the irregular, non-perfectly nested loops in this code with
a combination of loop distribution, fusion, and interchange
transformations coordinated by intermediate dependence anal-
ysis steps. Using POET, we are able to successfully block
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Fig. 8. Performance results on the Intel 8-core machine

this loop nest without any intermediate dependence analysis
support. The blocking transformation is done by introducing a
code sinking step which embeds all straying statements inside
a predefined iteration of the fused innermost loop. After the
code sinking transformation is done, the loop nest becomes
perfectly nested and can be easily blocked.

For each chosen benchmark routine, we have used the ROSE
optimizer both to directly generate optimized code and to
alternatively produce POET scripts together with an annotated
but un-optimized source code. We then compare the best
performance achieved by auto-generated POET scripts with
the best performance achieved using the ROSE optimizer only.
Additionally, for dgemm, dgemv, and dger, the performance
is also compared against those achieved by manually written
POET scripts, which have been shown to perform comparably
as manually written assembly in ATLAS [36].

We have performed the performance measurement on two
multi-core machines: a quad-core machine running Linux with
two dual-core 3 GHz AMD Opteron Processors (1KB L1
cache), and an eight-core machine running MacOS with two
quad-core 2.66 GHz Intel processors (32KB L1 cache). All the
optimized code are compiled with -O2 option using gcc 4.2.4
on the AMD machine and gcc 4.0.1 on the Intel machine.

B. Performance of Optimized Code

Figures 7 and 8 show the performance of the four linear al-
gebra routines optimized using different approaches. In partic-
ular, for each routine, the MFLOPS of five performance mea-
surements are compared: auto-POET-small and auto-POET-
large, the best performance achieved by auto-generated POET



scripts using a small input size (100*100 randomly initial-
ized matrices) and a large input size (1000*1000 randomly
initialized matrices) respectively; auto-ROSE-small, and auto-
ROSE-large, the best performance achieved directly by the
ROSE optimizer without going through POET, using small
100*100 matrices and large 1000*1000 matrices respectively;
manual-POET, the code optimized by manually written POET
scripts. The small and large input data sizes are used to
measure both the in-cache and out-of-cache performance of
each optimized code. The manually written POET scripts were
developed to produce kernels that can be integrated as part
of ATLAS. Therefore their performance is measured directly
using ATLAS special-purpose timers. While no input data need
to be given for ATLAS to measure their performance, the
ATLAS timers measure the out-of-cache performance for these
kernels. Therefore the performance achieved by the manual-
POET approach should be compared with those achieved using
large input data sizes for other approaches.

From the performance results collected both on the AMD
and on the Intel machine, we see that the auto-generated POET
scripts performed significantly better than using the ROSE
optimizer alone. In particular, for dgemm, the performance
of auto-POET is two times better than auto-ROSE for in-
cache performance and more than five times better for out-
of-cache performance. However, its performance is still much
behind the manually-generated POET scripts, which addition-
ally perform prefetching and SSE vectorization optimizations.
For the Intel machine, SSE vectorization can roughly double
the original performance. Therefore, additional optimizations
need to be integrated to achieve the highest level of efficiency.

For dgemv and dger, the performance differences are not as
significant. In particular, the auto-POET approach outperforms
the auto-ROSE approach by 15-30% for dgemv and the in-
cache performance of dger. However, since the dger routine
does not have much cache reuse at all, it is seriously memory
bound when being run out-of-cache. So the extra register level
optimizations by POET did not make any difference.

For the dgetrf routine, the auto-POET approach performs
similarly as the auto-ROSE approach, as both approaches per-
form only loop blocking and scalar replacement optimizations.

C. Comparison of Tuning Time

To discover the best performance achievable by each op-
timization, we have adopted a semi-automated combined-
elimination tuning approach. In particular, we start from a
reasonable guess of the proper optimization configuration, and
have written simple shell scripts to empirically vary the opti-
mization configurations along each dimension independently.

We have initially speculated that since the POET scripts
do not need to perform any program analysis, using POET
may reduce tuning time than tuning the ROSE optimizer
directly. However, we have found this not to be true. In
particular, tuning the ROSE optimizer has take significantly
less time due to three reasons: 1) the ROSE optimizer performs
fewer program transformations (e.g., no unroll-and-jam or
strength reduction) and has a much smaller tuning space, as

the optimizer makes many optimization decisions internally
without consulting the user. 2) Most of the routines we use
as benchmarks are simple and do not require much time to
analyze; In contrast, the POET scripts spend a significant
amount of time in cleaning up the code after blocking. 3) The
ROSE optimizer is written in C++, while the POET scripts
are interpreted.

Note that the less tuning time for the ROSE optimizer
is compromised by the inferior efficiency of its generated
code, as shown in Figures 7 and 8. The fundamental tradeoff
between using iterative compilation vs. using POET is that
while iterative compilers have all the flexibility and program
analysis support, they are black boxes to developers and
independent search engines. The POET language is offered
as a communication interface between compilers, developers
and independent search engines to support more flexible and
portable performance tuning.

V. RELATED WORK

The empirical tuning approach has been successfully
adopted in the development of many popular scientific
libraries to achieve portable high performance, including
ATLAS[26], PHiPAC[4], OSKI[25], FFTW[10], SPIRAL[19].
These domain-specific tuning systems use specialized kernel
generators and search drivers to empirically determine the best
configurations of manually orchestrated optimizations. More
recent research has automated empirical tuning with iterative
compilation, where the configuration of compiler optimiza-
tions is empirically modified based on performance feedbacks
of the optimized code[12], [20], [3], [18], [27], [1], [16].
Existing compilation systems do not support programmable
control of optimizations by developers. Our framework aims
to overcome this weakness by providing better means to
integrate domain-specific knowledge and better support for
the parameterization and empirical tuning of performance
optimizations. The POET scripts automatically generated by
our source-to-source optimizer can be easily integrated with
existing empirical search techniques[17], [23], [24], [37], [6]
to find desirable optimization configurations.

The ROSE source-to-source loop optimizer was based on
Yi’s previous work on loop and array layout optimizations[32],
[30] to improve cache locality. A large collection of similar op-
timization techniques have been developed within the compiler
community [28], [13], [14], [8], [11], [29], [5]. Our framework
can be used to similarly extend these existing optimization
techniques to generate parameterized POET transformation
scripts for portable performance tuning and programmable
intervention by developers.

A focus of this research is to develop effective techniques
that allow collective parameterization of advanced compiler
optimizations. Previous research has studied several compiler
optimizations which have a natural parameterized configura-
tion, including loop blocking, unrolling[12], [18], [21], [22],
[9], software pipelining[15], and fusion[20]. The work by
Cohen, et al.[7] also used the polyhedral model to param-
eterize the composition of loop transformations applicable



to a code fragment. Our work is different from this body
of work in that we parameterize the configuration of each
individual transformation instead of parameterizing the overall
combined optimization space. Our research is focused on
composing individual parameterized transformations in a well-
coordinated fashion without any program analysis during the
transformation process.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

We have presented a new optimization framework to support
the programmable control of optimization configurations by
developers and portable performance tuning by independent
empirical search drivers. We have demonstrated the practicality
of this framework by automatically generating programmable
transformation scripts from a source-to-source optimizing
compiler, and have shown that better performance can be
achieved by the more flexible and portable tuning framework.
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